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We are very pleased with the interest in our recent work reviewed in the Journal Club. 
The review succinctly summarizes our main findings, incorporates them into a larger systems 
framework and provides an interesting discussion. We would like to make a few more 
remarks concerning our data: 
 

1. The link of orexin (Ox) peptides with reward- or motivation-driven waking is very 
interesting and worthy of further investigation using specific tests. Our wheel test is, before 
all, a locomotion test and does not allow further speculation. We should like to emphasize 
here that i) our test is a voluntary one, mice have the choice between wheel running and 
adapting a position to fall asleep (Anaclet et al.2009, Fig. 1); ii) Ox knock-out (KO) mice in 
baseline conditions display no excessive sleepiness, but rather a daytime increase in wake 
amount (Anaclet et al., 2009, Fig 2) probably due to an up-regulation of other arousal 
systems. One of our wheel test parameters was performed between 2 and 6 p.m., the time 
when Ox KO mice showed an increase in waking; thus the deficient motor performance was 
not due to excessive sleepiness. iii) The sleep fragmentation identified in Ox KO mice by our 
(Anaclet et al., 2009, Tab.1) and other studies could in principle contribute to this motor 
deficiency. However, KO mice lacking histamine have a similar sleep fragmentation 
(Parmentier et al., 2002), yet their locomotion is intact (Anaclet et al., 2009, Fig.5). It seems 
unlikely therefore that sleep fragmentation or a decreased duration of each wake bout is the 
direct cause of this motor deficit in Ox KO mice. 
 

2. Indeed, we have not identified in Ox KO mice any instance of cataplexy defined as a 
sudden loss of muscle tone during W with unchanged waking EEG. This remains true 
whatever our polygraphic (EEG and EMG) recordings were scored in 30, 10 or 4s epochs. 
Instead, we have identified frequently (on average 3-6 attacks for each 12h dark phase) 
paradoxical (REM) sleep (PS) episodes directly from wakefulness, corresponding to the 
definitions of narcoleptic episodes or sleep onset REM periods or direct REM sleep onsets 
(Chemelli et al., 1999; Mignot 2005, Fujiki et al., 2006). Although mouse's consciousness 
during these episodes remains to be determined, they present all EEG and EMG signs 
characteristic of PS and are indistinguishable from those PS episodes occurring normally 
following slow wave sleep. We feel therefore it is inappropriate to call them cataplexy, a well 
recognized waking state. 
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